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Abstract
Large non-linear distortion in a finger mark, introduced at the
time when a latent print was left in crime scenes, is one main
difficulty in forensic fingerprint matching [1] compared to plain
or rolled fingerprint matching. It is significant and desirable that
AFIS systems in forensic applications have much higher dis-
tortion tolerance compared to those systems for civil purposes.
Moreover, recent work [2] has highlighted the importance of
distortion models to assess the evidential value of fingerprint
comparison. Previous works [3, 4, 5, 6] on studying distortion
in fingerprints mainly described two aspects. On the one hand,
in [6], the flexibility of finger skin under different stresses based
on the knowledge of the anatomy of the hand and skin was illus-
trated. On the other hand, researchers from the biometrics area
studied quantitative (measurable) aspects of finger skin defor-
mation by proposing distortion models [4, 5] aimed to enhance
matching algorithms for AFIS systems.

However, those distortion models, heavily depending on the
completeness of fingerprint images, will face problems when
applied to forensic scenarios, mainly due to the serious partial
overlap found between a finger mark and its paired fingerprint.
To avoid the dependence on the completeness of fingerprint im-
ages, we focus on distortion assessment at feature level (gener-
ally minutiae features). This is inspired by the fact that when
non-linear distortion is introduced at image level, consequently,
it is the spatial location of minutiae confounding the match-
ing process. Furthermore, to deal with non-linear distortion at
matching stage, existing algorithms [3] essentially present lo-
cal structure matching, which was deem to have high distor-
tion tolerance. This motivates us to study distortion assessment
through minutiae windows under different window shapes as a
local structure.

Based on the motivations described above, in this work,
we propose a method to assess distortion in latent fingerprints,
which uses forensic databases of marks and mated prints. The
method needs the information about minutiae paring provided
by human examiners, i.e., which minutiae in the finger mark
is paired to which minutiae in the fingerprint, and works with
groups of minutiae in the mark and the print that define so-
called minutiae windows, which are used for distortion assess-
ment. We approach to the problem of distortion assessment in
two stages. First, we compare different window shapes, select-
ing the one that presents less variation between the window in
the mark and in the print. We call this measure of variation
global distortion, or distortion at the window level. Second, we

compute the variation of the minutiae points within a given win-
dow, namely local distortion or feature-level distortion. Thus,
global distortion is a criteria to select the most stable compari-
son window, whereas the ultimate measure of distortion is the
local one. In the experimental study, two forensic fingerprint
databases are used, i.e., NIST SD27 [7] including 258 pairs
of finger marks and fingerprints, and a casework database col-
lected by Netherlands Forensic Institute (NFI) [8] including 58
pairs of finger marks and fingerprints. The information about
the paring of minutiae in the mark and those in the print is pro-
vided by forensic examiners. The results show that the distor-
tion of a circle window is the smallest among various types of
window shapes tested, namely , i.e., rectangular, elliptic, and
circular. Also, the distortion assessment of minutiae points un-
der circle window can show non-linear distortion quantitatively,
which can help with the design of forensic fingerprint compari-
son algorithms.
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